GEL

®

Category - High Max Weight - 25 Stone / 158kg
®

GEL

delivers
unprecedented levels
of postural support,
thermo regulation
and client comfort.

THERMO
REGULATION
GEL CELL
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Enhanced ergonomic shaping helps

to promote a neutral pelvic position improving lower spine stability and reduce
tendency to adopt a slumped posture
 Tailored to allow the client to carry weight

on key areas (fleshy parts) - where best able
to accommodate and away from vulnerable
high risk areas (IT, Coccyx)
 Extended fluid gel insert reduces potential
shear - achieving better conformity and
stability than any conventional foam
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 Patented thermo regulation gel cell actively regulates users skin temperate to
prevent excess sweating and sophisticated
fabrics promote good air flow to further
reduce heat and moisture build up
Paediatric to adult - range of sizes available

GEL

®

Category - High Max Weight - 25 Stone / 158kg

GEL

Absorbing and releasing heat as
®
needed, the
actively manages a client’s
microclimate - all day, every day
Variety of covers
including moisture
wicking fabric that
promotes airflow and
reduces humidity

Therma-Gel insert
regulates and
maintains user
temperature at an
ideal 32°C

Anti-thrust
ischial shelf

Client’s testimonial - Shropshire
A tetraplegic client was extremely unstable and struggling with stabilising his position and
posture. An improved position was maintained using a Lowzone Gel 2 Contour but still had to
manage his pressure reduction as he moved from Air to Gel. This is where the iQ sensing came
in, programming it every three hours. The client’s pressure was relieved - by leaning his full body
weight over a table and his wife assisted him back - so with the full concept he managed pressure
reduction and improved his posture dramatically.
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Description
Integrating unsurpassed pressure
management, progressive postural
control and microclimate regulation.

Max
weight

Sizes
available

Covers
available

25 stone
(158kg)

length 12-24” (30-61cm)
width 10-24” (25-61cm)
depth 2, 3 & 4” (5, 8, 10cm)

Wipe-down and
spacer

Chamfer Wedge Ramp

Plastic 5mm/Wood 12mm Baseboard

Bromyard Road, Ledbury
Herefordshire HR8 1NS
Tel: +44 (0)1531 800199
Fax: +44 (0)1531 635670

sales@HelpingHand.co.uk
www.HHPressureCare.co.uk

